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Elwha River
Restoration:
Two Dams have been
removed from the
Elwha River
- Salmon recovery
- Restore sediment
discharge to the
coast.

How can we communicate the
impact of restoration projects
to the public:
• Higher-Education Activities
• Outreach Activities Focused
on K-12
Sound Waves, USGS

Elwha River Restoration
– in action

Photos courtesy National Park Service
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Done!
Sept 2014
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August 2014

But… where’s the mud??
And… what ecosystems sustained short- and
long-term impacts (+ and -)?

Additionally, now that the project is
over, how can we pass what we’ve
learned on to future scientists,
managers, and citizens?

Higher Education Activities:
This research program has been
incorporated into:
UW and PC Undergraduate Research
UW Graduate Research

Research vessel time
contributed by UW
Curriculum content
at UW and PC
New Course:
FHL Research
Apprenticeship

Friday Harbor Labs Marine Sedimentary Processes
Research Apprenticeship
15 credits; research immersion

FHL Research Apprenticeship
Course content designed for experiential learning:

With emphasis on:
data interpretation,
writing a scientific paper,
and presentation skills

Student Outcomes:

Research and Community Benefits
By engaging students in a major research project of regional and environmental
significance, we hope to:
•

expand the reach of the research to a broader subset of future scientists

•

raise awareness about local and regional scientific issues

•

expose students to the range of tasks required to answer research questions, and
help them build scientific research skills

•

help students better communicate scientific results to a broad audience

•

improve dissemination of scientific results

In turn, student participation in the class has enriched the dataset collected as part of the
larger research project, stimulated new questions about the impacts of our studies.

Outreach Activities focused on K-12
The Feiro Marine Life Center's
existing Elwha-focused interpretive
material is static (panel A).

We are in the process of adding of a
digital interactive display (panel B),

This is based on interactive displays
at places like the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuaries
interpretive center in Santa Cruz, CA
(panel C; image courtesy of Lisa
Uttal, Director)

At the center of the
display is an
interactive Web Page.
The “Landing Page”
with storylines

In addition to the
display at Fiero
Marine Life Center,
the web page will be
accessible from any
computer, anywhere.

Each story goes
into more detail
and provides
appealing imagery
for a range of
knowledge levels.

One highlight is the
“Dive Map” with
underwater video

Click on any of the dive sites to see
what has happened to marine habitats
before, during, and after dam removal

Summary:
The Elwha Restoration Project provided a unique opportunity to educate
about sedimentary processes during restoration activities at a range of
levels:
A research-focused course at the Friday Harbor Labs trains students
in restoration impacts and the scientific method
Curriculum elements have been added to courses at Penninsula
College and University of Washington (and beyond)
The upcoming Feiro Marine Center display and on-line Elwha
Nearshore website will connect with learners of all ages
R/V Centennial

photos courtesy Niall Twomey & Emily Eidam

R/V Thompson
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